The notion of online anonymity is based on the assumption that on the Internet the means of identification are limited to network and system identifiers, which may not directly relate to the identity of the user. Personality traits as a form of identity have recently been explored. A myriad of relationships between the Internet and human personality traits have been examined based on correlation and regression of media usage specific to selected media platforms, such as social networking sites. In these studies, the link between humans and the Internet based on interests and disposition was studied. However, the paradigm of the existence of a platform-independent digital fingerprint of personality trait is yet to be explored. This paradigm considers the Internet an extension of human daily communication that is capable of exhibiting a digital behavioral signature. Therefore, in this study, using client-server interaction as the fundamental unit of online communication, the probability of a digital personality trait distinction was explored. A five-factor model of a personality trait measurement instrument and server-side network traffic data collected over 8 months from 43 respondents were analyzed using supervised machine-learning techniques. The results revealed a high probability that the signature of conscientiousness personality trait exists in online communication. This observation presents a novel platform for the exploration of online identity. Furthermore, it charts a new research focus on human digital signatures capable of characterizing online behavior.
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a convolutional discipline that integrates diverse research disciplines. Research on HCI involves the study of broader societal implications and interactions that are based on computer system usage (Hooper and Dix, 2013) . The integration of human psychological studies in HCI studies for understanding human dynamics on the Internet has received minimal (Hooper and Dix, 2013 ) attention, with online behavioral identity being one major aspect. Research on human behavioral identity on the Internet integrates HCI and Web science such that traditional identification mechanisms (examples include network domain identifiers, security, and authentication tokens) are supplemented to provide a more reliable identification and profile-building process. Initial exploratory studies on the Internet revealed behavioral tendencies, such as loneliness compensation tendencies (Amichai- Hamburger et al., , 2004 Ross et al., 2009) , separation from family and depression (Amichai-Hamburger, 2002) , blogging and mass media usage patterns (Guadagno et al., 2008; Schrammel et al., 2009; de Oliveira et al., 2011; Quercia and Kosinski, 2011; Moore and McElroy, 2012) , and even addictive tendencies (Samarein et al., 2013) . The existence of these tendencies can be attributed to the nature of the Internet, which provides a suitable platform for the integration of domestic, professional, and family life and social desires, as well as for the exhibition of inherent desires. Such a platform presents a paradoxical agent capable of revealing the personality of online users. In other words, the Internet presents an integrated platform for the identification and simplification of the complex human identity.
Identity is an important factor in Web science and computer usage, which is conceptualized into domain identification (Joiner et al., 2007) , including physiological biometrics, social identity, technical identity, and behavioral biometrics. Human personality traits constitute the most common behavioral biometric adopted for the Internet user identification process (Amiel and Sargent, 2004; Guadagno et al., 2008; Correa et al., 2010) . Personality traits are variables that coordinate human action and experience through dynamic psychological organization and they constitute a major discriminant for determining online behavioral patterns (Amichai-Hamburger, 2002) . Trait theory is characterized by two fundamental tenets: quantification and cross-situational consistency. Personality traits as measured by the five-factor model (FFM) or the Big Three models (Matthews et al., 2003) have been observed to satisfactorily meet these tenets. Additionally, it has been observed that they adequately capture human interaction on the Internet.
Research questions that involve the frequency of online media usage, the demographic composition of online users, the relationship between individual differences and online media usage and motives for online interaction, and the probable relationship between Internet users and their probable preference have been addressed (Joiner et al., 2007; Guadagno et al., 2008; Correa et al., 2010; Davis and Yi, 2012; Moore and McElroy, 2012) . These studies assessed the influence of various personality traits on Internet usage, based on the assumption that the Internet cannot replace human communication and entertainment. While such an assumption holds true in a larger aspect, one key component for understanding Internet and human interaction, that of an online behavioral pattern among individuals who share a similar personality, remains largely ignored. It has been asserted that the Internet is directly or indirectly related to individual personality traits Amiel and Sargent, 2004; Ross et al., 2009) and is mostly under the control of the individual and is a moderating platform for expressing anonymized identity (Young and Rodgers, 1998; Tan and Yang, 2012; Samarein et al., 2013) , as well as a salient predictor of cyber space usage (Guadagno et al., 2008; Golbeck et al., 2011; Davis and Yi, 2012) . However, the question regarding the existence of personality trait signatures on the Internet remains unanswered.
In de Oliveira et al. (2011) , the probability that the personality trait of mobile phone users can be inferred based on trait mean score and call pattern was explored. Similarly, in Murray and Durrell (2000) , the probability that the demographic attributes of online users can be inferred was investigated. In Ross et al. (2009) , it was suggested that research studies targeting social networking sites, such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, are angled toward the investigation of personality presentation on the Internet. The verification that a personality signature on the Internet exists involves observing the dichotomization of personality factors (Ross et al., 2009; Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky, 2010; Moore and McElroy, 2012) to determine distinctive characteristics among various individuals on the trait continuum. This study attempts to answer a primal underlying question: "Can the personality traits of an individual be inferred from his/her network traffic?" This question aligns with the logic that human recurrent daily behavioral patterns are a subject of the inherent personality trait, which regulates the synergy between online and offline behavior. However, a reliable answer to this question requires a platform-or application-independent network data source. Existing studies in the literature are limited to the platform of interest, such as e-mail, blogs, or Facebook, which induces behavior peculiar to its features and application. Various assertions about personality trait based on platform-dependent Internet sources are presented in Table 1 .
PersOnaliTY TraiT anD The inTerneT
The use of the personality trait FFM in Web science research, which consists of openness to new experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism, allows for a common vocabulary and metrics for investigating and understanding individual dynamics. The study presented in Golbeck et al. (2011) showed that humans reveal their personality trait in online communication through self-description and online statistical updates on social networking sites through which the FFM can provide a well-rounded measure of the human-computer relation. The study observed that the personality trait of users can be estimated (in social media) to a degree of ≅11% accuracy for each factor based on the mean square error of observed online statistics. This implies that personality trait prediction can be achieved within 1/10 of its actual value. In Guadagno et al. (2008) , a similar inference based on blogging behavior was observed. The study explored the correlation between blogging and openness to new experiences as well as neuroticism. Similarly, a study reported in Lim et al. (2006) revealed that the temporal variability in e-mail delay and response can be adopted to infer the personality trait of the individual involved. In Salleh et al. (2010a Salleh et al. ( ,b, 2014 , it was observed that the personality trait of an individual can be inferred from his/her pair-programing tendency.
The growing tendency to use individual personality traits in online studies indicates that personality traits constitute an online biometric modality for understanding and identifying online users (Delgado-Gómez et al., 2010) . This paradigm is widely applied toward the comprehension of individual personality and online social media. Social media in this context refers to online platforms where an individual's consumption of digital media is channeled for interaction and/or expansion of social influence through online media, intention notwithstanding. Research on Guadagno et al. (2008) and Yue et al. (2010) Openness to new experience and neuroticism is a predictor of online blogging and such individuals mostly blog about themselves de Oliveira et al. (2011) Extraversion is significantly correlated to mobile phone usage. Extraversion and conscientiousness is significantly correlated to perceived usability of mobile phones Swickert et al. (2002) Neuroticism and conscientiousness personality is significantly correlated with computer usage for leisure Landers and Lounsbury (2006) Conscientiousness, extraversion, and agreeableness are inversely proportional to Internet usage. Conscientiousness is positively related to Internet usage for academic purpose Schrammel et al. (2009) Extraversion is directly proportional to number of friends on social media. Time spent on the Internet is not significantly related to conscientiousness. Agreeableness is not related to number of friends on Facebook. Openness scale is directly proportional to time spent on the Internet as well as the number of friends on social media Tan and Yang (2014) Extraversion is highly correlated with online application usage, followed by neuroticism the relationship between an individual's personality and media consumption has explored correlation and regression, as shown in Table 1 . In Correa et al. (2013) , it was asserted that the synthesis of individual psychological make-up presents the capacity to reveal Internet usage. This assertion was further supported in Amichai-Hamburger (2005) , where Internet usage was claimed to be dependent on the personality trait of the individual. The study suggested that the influence of personality traits can be observed in the duration of the individual's online browsing period and tendency to use the Internet. The duration of the online browsing period reflects the individual's choice, preference, and reflexes in cyberspace, which is largely controlled by his/her unique and stable psychological characteristics (Correa et al., 2013) . Therefore, the browsing duration can reflect the tendency of loneliness, since highly neurotic individuals and introverts tend to spend more time on the Internet to compensate for a probable lack of physical interaction, while at the same time, it projects the interest of "real self " exploration in online interaction (AmichaiHamburger, 2005; Schrammel et al., 2009) . The tendency to use the Internet is defined in the context of the "rich get richer" and the "poor getting rich" theory (Amichai-Hamburger, 2002) . For example, in Amichai- Hamburger and Vinitzky (2010) , it was observed that individual high on the extraversion scale tend to use social media to enlarge their boundary of friends and influence, while individuals scoring high on the neuroticism scale tend to use anonymized online media for personal expression. In Hamburger and Ben-Artzi (2000) , it was further suggested that the Internet can be described as a complex platform that presents a diverse paradoxical lexicon. The study, however, highlighted that Internet usage in itself does not explain the causation of individual usage (dis)similarity. As highlighted in Table 1 , there appears to be a general consensus on the positive relationship between neuroticism and Internet usage, in particular on an anonymized channel. Conversely, contrasting assertions seem to have been made about the relationship between personality trait factors and Internet service usage. For instance, in the study reported in Ross et al. (2009) , which was grounded in a self-report measurement instrument, it was observed that conscientiousness is not a predictor of social networking. However, in the study reported Guadagno et al. (2008) Estimate of time spent using Internet for recreational purposes, time spent using instant message, number of e-mails written daily, hours spent maintaining blog, hours spent reading blogs, number of blogs read, frequency of updating blog, the use of real name, and content of blog (2010) and Moore and McElroy (2012) , it was observed that conscientiousness is a predictor of online social networking. It is important to note that in Moore and McElroy (2012) and Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky (2010) the individual's profile was adopted as the measurement instrument, while in Ross et al. (2009) , a self-report measurement instrument was used. Intuitively, the degree of observed correlation is dependent on the reliability of the measurement instrument. The features observed in the measurement instrument form the basis for the effective assertion that is predicated on the tempo-spatial properties of the data. Table 2 presents a synopsis of the attributes considered in the studies in the literature on personality and the Internet. However, the features considered in these studies were platform-or application dependent. The observation reported in Schrammel et al. (2009) and Moore and McElroy (2012) substantiates the importance of the reliability of the data-centric measurement instrument. In order to study online patterns, tempo-spatial features that are independent of platform or application are required. In studies on online user identification (Herder, 2005; Padmanabhan and Yang, 2007; Kumar and Tomkins, 2010; Yang and Padmanabhan, 2010; Abramson, 2012; Herrmann et al., 2012; Abramson and Aha, 2013; Abramson and Gore, 2013) , such platform-independent features, which include but are not limited to Web page visit characteristics, Web request characteristics, Web session characteristics, and Web genre characteristics, were adopted.
The integration of these applications and platform-independent features results in a robust mechanism for exploring individual behavior on the Internet. This study observed the probability of the existence of digital personality traits based on platformindependent features. It, thus, differs from existing studies as follows.
• The features considered are based solely on human action and are platform independent. Semantic structures in the observed features are adapted for pattern classification.
• The personality trait signature is considered based on the classification of trait dichotomy, in contrast to the correlation and regression of trait mean score. Dichotomy is defined in this context to mean a categorization of continuous variable as stipulated in Ören and Ghasem-Aghaee (2003) .
• The measure of experimental repeatability and validation is based on a standard perspective of measurement in addition to the generic method of dichotomization of traits (Oren and Ghasem-Aghaee, 2003) . This differs from the n-sigma thumb rule and equal thirds method applied in Ross et al. (2009) , Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky (2010), and Moore and McElroy (2012) or the 40:30:30 dichotomy applied in Salleh et al. (2010a Salleh et al. ( ,b, 2014 . The intuition behind the generic dichotomy is based on the limitation inherent in a data-centric dichotomy. A data-centric dichotomy yields varying borderlines for every dataset as revealed in the dichotomy observed in Ross et al. (2009) and Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky (2010) .
According to these observed distinctions, current study focuses on answering the question: given a dichotomous continuum of personality trait, do individuals in a dichotomy exhibit a consistent signature distinguishable from individuals in another dichotomy? To answer this research question, two key assumptions were considered:
1. An FFM of a self-report personality trait instrument is sufficient to describe an individual on the personality trait continuum. 2. The self-report instrument of an individual is independent of other individuals.
These assumptions provide a singular composition of the individual for which a dichotomization and subsequent classification process can be performed as detailed in subsequent sections.
MeThOD
In order to examine the probability that a personality trait distinction based on online interaction exists, server-side network data (from the fundamental building block of the Internet, client-server communication) were adopted. Additionally, the FFM personality trait measurement instrument was administered. Server-side network data was collected from the functioning servers in the Research Management Centre (RMC) in Universiti Teknologi, Malaysia for a period of 8 months. The network data inclusion in this study was conditioned on two criteria.
• The observed client (computer in this case) is used by only one individual throughout the duration of the data collection.
• Each client communicated frequently with the server for the duration of the data collection.
The RMC server is a research and development information system server that host research and daily operational activity for academic and non-academic staffs of the university. Network data collected from the server is in the form of log activity of each sampled user as discussed in the subsequent subsection.
sample and Procedure
Server data were captured at the RMC server using a URLrequest dump script that records the activity of each client in the organization. In order to enroll users for this study, proposal for the study was initially sent to the Director of the Research Centre where the Ethics committee recommended its approval. Furthermore, consent forms were distributed to RMC staff members. A total of 64 staff members volunteered for this study. Daily monitoring of the physical presence of these 64 staff members was conducted to satisfy the network data collection criteria. The 50-item International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) measure of personality trait was administered to the 64 respondents. However, only 43 respondents satisfied the network data collection criteria. Hence, this experimental study used 43 respondents, which accounts for 67% of the users who volunteered. An exploratory analysis of the 43 responses yielded a Cronbach's alpha reliability, presented in the comparative analysis in Table 3 . The Cronbach's alpha reliability of the conscientiousness personality trait (0.734) was observed to be closer to the reference IPIP-value (0.790). In addition, the conscientiousness personality trait have higher distribution of respondents as reflected by the value of its mean and SD (2.61 ± 1.02). Thus, for the analysis of network data, in this study, respondents were considered based on their conscientiousness trait (as highlighted in bold in Table 3 ). Conscientiousness personality trait is a continuous dimension of personality trait that describes individual tendency to demonstrate thorough and careful thought process, efficient and organized method of handling task, and systematic behavioral tendencies. The choice of conscientiousness personality trait does is primarily constrained to the reliability of the measured instrument as reflected in the Cronbach's alpha. Coincidentally, the choice of conscientiousness personality trait will also provide a better alternative to the contrasting correlational studies between Ross et al. (2009) and Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky (2010) and Moore and McElroy (2012) . The network traffic of each respondent in the Conscientiousness personality trait was collected from 26th April 2014 to 31st December 2014.
network Feature
A heuristic methodology was developed to clean the raw log file of the requested URL and to extract relevant human-centric features. The heuristics consider Web requests that originate as a result of human action, as opposed to requests initiated by a system or network facility on behalf of the individual. The heuristics were applied to individual requests and the following human-centric features were extracted based on a 30-min session boundary, which is the generally accepted session duration (Kumar and Tomkins, 2010; Yang and Padmanabhan, 2010) . Network features considered in this study is based on the human-centric characteristic features defined in Adeyemi et al. (2014) . The features that represent behavioral characteristics are intrinsic to human routine. Such behavior have been collectively applied in human studies (Adeyemi et al., 2014) . These features are elucidated in the following subsections.
Web Request Characteristics
The individual Web request pattern was observed through the inter-request characteristics extracted from each session. Interrequest time (also referred to as interval) is the time difference between two consecutive requests within a session. The statistical properties of Web request characteristics as defined in Adeyemi et al. (2014) , which include mean, SD, variance, kurtosis, and skewness of individual Web requests, were extracted from each session. These standardized features were considered with respect to interval and flight time. A total of 10 human-centric features were extracted from the Web request characteristics.
Visitation Pattern
The University Centre operates a two-server load-balancing client-server communication architecture. This implies that the possible number of probable Web pages is bounded by the total Web pages in the two servers as represented by It is the ratio of the sum of the total URL visited in a session to the sum of URL-count (URL under observation) in the session. URL-count refers to the sum of the number of times any URL is revisited within the duration of a session. It also shows the sequential/ parallel characteristics of the individual s = total number of servers and N = number of unique URLs in each server. In this study, it was assumed that individual Web request patterns obey a power law distribution as asserted in Barabasi (2005) and Zhou et al. (2008) from empirical experimentation. The visit characteristics considered in this study include aggregation of visit within session, rate of revisit per session, and session length with respect to visit aggregation, presented in Eqs 2-4, respectively. 
The logic of rate of visit is in conformity with Eq. 1, on the premise that the probable URLs that an individual can visit are limited to the observable URLs in the server. In addition, this presupposes that the interest-driven model and priority-queue model of probable request patterns (Zhou et al., 2008) are captured by the bounded URL distribution such that all the observed users share similar working conditions and the major observable distinction can be revealed through observing the human behavioral composition. Three features were derived from the visitation pattern. In addition, session duration and total number of requests per session were also derived. A total of 15 features were extracted from the network traffic as summarized in Table 4 .
The duration of the server-side data collection was divided into a pattern observation (training) phase and pattern validation phase. For the model training and validation phases, 21 and 15 weeks were adopted, respectively. In order to explore the distinction among the observed dichotomies, six supervised machine-learning algorithms were examined. The selection of the six classifiers was based on the initial exploration of applicable classifiers using the extracted features. Twenty two supervised classifiers were initially explored. This include Baseline classifier, BF tree, Decision stump, Hoeffding tree, J48, Logistic Model Tree (LMT), NB tree, Random forest, Random tree, Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net, Simple logistics, Hidden Markov Model, SMO, SVM, multilayer perceptron, Decision table, JRip, Partial Decision Tree (PART), k-NN, Decision Table Naïve Bayes (DTNB), and logistics regression model. Six classifiers performed significantly better than the baseline classifier. The six classifiers consisted of a logistic regression model, LMT, J48 decision tree, Reduced Error Pruning Decision Tree (REPTree), DTNB, and PART. Discussions of these classification algorithms can be found in Kotsiantis et al. (2007) , Othman et al. (2007) , and Nguyen and Armitage (2008) . The process adopted in this study to explore classification is similar to that defined in Kotsiantis et al. (2007) , as presented in Figure 1 . However, the exploration process applied in this study included an exhaustive search method for finding an applicable classifier. This involves a search for all the applicable classifiers capable of establishing a discriminative boundary among classes in the dataset based on the informative structure of the feature space. The process starts with the arrangement and sorting of the data to obtain uniformity. The result of this process is then input into the pre-processing section. Preprocessing involves data cleaning, extraction of the sequence of request, and sessionization of the request based on the adopted session threshold. The next stage involves splitting the dataset into training and testing samples. This is followed by the classifier exploration process. This process involves selecting a classification algorithm, splitting the dataset into training and testing, and then comparing the accuracy of the algorithm with the baseline accuracy. The default baseline for the exploration process is based on the highest class probability that can be measured by the ZeroR algorithm in the WEKA ® tool kit. A classifier is considered applicable if the attained accuracy is significantly better than the baseline accuracy. Some classifiers, such as the logistic regression model, require parameter optimization through parameter tuning. For such a classifier, tuning is conducted to verify the applicability of the classifier to the feature space. A classifier that meets these criteria is then accepted. However, a classifier is considered inapplicable when is it not capable of establishing a discriminative boundary among the classes in the dataset as presented in the feature space, as depicted in Figure 1 .
WEKA software was adopted for the classifier exploration process in this study. This is because it is a Java-based open source software that has gained widespread adoption for pattern classification and machine-learning processes because of its robustness to feature size, ease of integration (Othman et al., 2007) and within-script automation (Yang, 2010) . The experimental process was based on the accuracy obtained using 10-fold cross validation and a 10-iteration process to prevent overfitting. The default setting in the WEKA tool kit was adopted for all parameters in the selected classifiers.
To evaluate the performance of each classifier, seven evaluation metrics were considered: accuracy, Kappa Statistics, root mean square error (RMSE), precision, recall, F-measure, and area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC). The accuracy of each classifier is described by the degree of difference between the correctly classified [true-positive (TP) and true-negative] instance and the actual instance. The RMSE measures the magnified difference between the correctly classified instances and actual instances. RMSE (range from 0 → 1) is biased toward larger errors, a characteristic that makes it suitable for prediction performance evaluation. Precision (0 → 1) computes the ratio of correctness over the classified instances. It describes the consistency of the classifier. Recall (0 → 1) evaluates the performance based on the prob ability of the correctly classified instance. AUC (0 → 1) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the TP to the CDF of the false-positive (FP). F-measure (0 → 1) measures the average rate of precision and recall of a classifier. It balances precision/ recall trade-offs. Kappa (Cohen's kappa coefficient) statistics, however, measures the accuracy with respect to the p-value; thus, Kappa statistics measures the coincidental concordance between the output of a classifier and the label generation process. It compensates for random accuracy in a multi-class phenomenon. Its values range from −1 (total disagreement) through 0 (random agreement) to 1 (complete agreement), which implies that the computed accuracy depends on the efficiency and effectiveness of the classifier for the given observation.
Measurement item Dichotomy
In order to define class membership based on the FFM domain score of each respondent, the dichotomy defined in Figure 2 was adopted. High-, moderate-, and low-class dichotomy was obtained for 21, 12, and 10 respondents, respectively. A statistical t-test revealed a statistically significant difference between the mean of the observed dichotomies, which suggests a high inter-class boundary and low intra-class boundary. In order to prevent data redundancy and enhance computational efficiency, only individuals who exhibited unique request patterns were considered for inclusion in the pattern observation process. A unique request pattern was observed based on the discretization and symbolic translation of individual inter-request patterns. It was observed that the overall session instance and size of respondents for each dichotomy were reduced by 27.3, 8.33, and 5% for the low, moderate, and high classes, respectively, for the training dataset.
resUlTs
In order to explore the probability that a digital personality exists on the Internet, the conscientiousness trait was dichotomized to form clusters of the low, moderate, and high classes as depicted in Figure 2 based on the assertion in Oren and Ghasem-Aghaee (2003) that identified a five-class dichotomy on the personality trait continuum. The adopted cut-off is independent of the distribution of the data. This is to prevent a data-centric dichotomy, while only three dichotomies were extracted from the trait score distribution. Six machine-learning classification schemes were applied to the extracted features to observe the structural relationship capable of revealing a dissimilar inter-dichotomy pattern. The schemes included J48 decision tree, a logistic regression model, LMT, DTNB, REPTree, and PART. Decision trees (DTs) are capable of presenting a high-level abstractive relationship between observable variables and lend themselves to ease of computation. Initial observations revealed that the observed schemes exhibit a higher classification accuracy than other types of classification scheme.
signature Observation Based on Training Data
In order to examine the probability of distinguishing individuals based on the conscientiousness dichotomy and consequently to answer the research question, eight standardized machinelearning evaluation criteria were considered. The results of the experimental process are presented in Table 5 . The experimental process was based on 10-runs of 10-fold cross validation. The selection of the observed classifier was based on a preliminary investigation to find a suitable classifier and on the preference that the results obtained should be logically interpretable. In addition, tree-based classifiers have been widely applied in online user identification (Yang and Padmanabhan, 2010) . The results revealed that five classifiers, DTNB, PART, J48, LMT, and REPTree, achieved statistically significant classification accuracy relative to the baseline accuracy. The baseline classifier achieved on average an accuracy of 48.81%. However, DTNB, PART, J48, LMT, and REPTree achieved an average accuracy of 79.21, 76.66, 82.36, 84.96, and 80 .74%, respectively. The LMT classifier attained a higher accuracy in distinguishing individuals along the conscientiousness personality trait continuum with a noteworthy low error rate (Type-I and Type-II), which indicates that the achieved results are reliable. The research question posed in Section "Personality Trait and the Internet" of this paper is answered using a statistical significance level of p > 0.001. The obtained accuracy for each classifier was measured relative to ZeroR, the baseline classifier adopted in this study. Table 5 shows a baseline accuracy (ZeroR classifier) of 48.81%, which forms the null hypothesis (the probability of obtaining an accuracy level lower or equal to the baseline could be explained by random variation) for the study. The accuracy achieved by the logistic regression model is statistically insignificant. This implies that the obtained accuracy using the logistic regression model can be explained by random variation. However, the other classifiers, DTNB, PART, J48, LMT, and REPTree, achieved a statistically significant accuracy level. The statistical significance of the results of these classifiers implies that the achieved accuracy is a function of the structural composition and efficiency of the classifiers. The performance of LMT is significantly superior (as highlighted in bold in Tables 5 and 6) to that of the baseline classifier based on the value of the AUC (plot of the false-positive rate versus the true-positive rate). The AUC value ranges from 0 to 1, where a value <0.5 indicates that the result of the classifier is not better than a random guess. Values closer to 1 indicate that the classifier is robust and reliably accurate. AUC is robust to imbalanced data, thus providing a reliable metric that indicates how well a classifier separates the classes in the dataset. The AUC value (averaged at 0.94) shows that the LMT classifier can correctly separate instances (conscientiousness trait) of respondents into their appropriate dichotomies. Similarly, the F-measure, averaged at 0.89, indicates that LMT provides a reliable discriminatory boundary detector for the various classes in the dataset. The F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall that indicates the precision recall property of a classifier. Furthermore, an assessment of LMT using RMSE and Kappa statistics indicated a fairly consistent performance. The RMSE value, averaged at 0.28, indicates that the LMT classifier can reliably estimate the posterior probabilities of each class. The RMSE value ranges from 0 to 1, where a value closer to 0 reflects the capability of the classifier to reliably estimate the posterior probability of each class in the experimental data.
signature consistency Based on Validation Dataset
In order to ascertain and verify the observed reliability of the results presented in Table 5 , a separate validation dataset was evaluated. The results, shown in Table 6 , were based on the same experimental condition as the training dataset, revealing consistencies in the probability of distinguishing individuals on the conscientiousness personality trait continuum. The performance of J48 and LMT is consistently higher than that of the other classifiers. These results indicate a very high probability of the existence of a digital fingerprint along the conscientiousness continuum.
analYsis
The results in Table 6 further substantiate the existence of a digital fingerprint as asserted by the results shown in Table 5 . LMT performed consistently higher than the other classifiers. The average accuracy in the exploration phase and the validation phase shows a relative similarity at a value >80%, which suggests a statistically significant probability of the existence of a personality print. The results achieved by the five classifiers, as indicated in Table 6 , show a very high statistically significant classification of the data space of the validation dataset relative to the baseline accuracy classifier (ZeroR). The results presented in Table 6 are based on a class prior probability of 35.6, 39.3, and 25.1% for high-, moderate-, and low-class dichotomy, respectively. The observed average accuracy of LMT at 80.50% for the conscientiousness dichotomy, as demonstrated in Figure 3 , indicates that individuals can be distinguished on the conscientiousness continuum to accuracy strength of 7.2, 7.0, and 6.9 out of every 10 instances for the high, moderate, and low classes, respectively. Figure 3 further presents a comparative analysis of the accuracy for each class in the conscientiousness dichotomy. The parameters considered include the class prior probability of each class, the achieved accuracy of each class, the difference between the class prior probability, and the achieved accuracy. The results also indicate reliable internal consistency with the F-measure and AUC value at approximately FigUre 3 | analysis of validation result.
0.82 and 0.92, respectively. Furthermore, the sensitivity (recall) shows individual identification is reliable at approximately 0.82. This implies that for every given instance, the LMT model can correctly distinguish individuals on the conscientiousness continuum with 82% reliability. In order to verify the performance of LMT over the other classifiers (using paired t-test), the experiment was repeated in reference to LMT as the baseline classifier.
The result of the test is presented in Table 7 . The statistical significance test was measured based on 10 repetitions of 10-fold cross validation result of each classifier (which generated 100 instances of accuracy for each classifier). Each classifier was paired with LMT and the sample mean of the pairs were tested on the assumption that there are no statistically significant difference between the achieved classification accuracy of LMT and each paired classifier. The result showed that the accuracy of LMT was statistically significant at 95 and 99% confidence interval, in reference to the other classifiers. This test, thus, lends further credence to the performance of LMT on the training and validation datasets.
Initial observation of the results of the validation process suggests higher accuracy for classification of the low class. However, a granular dissection of the accuracy strength reveals that the accuracy of the high class is slightly better than that of the other classes.
Discussion
The research question of this study stated in the form of a hypothesis asserts that individuals can be distinguished in online interaction based on their position on the personality trait continuum. The results presented in Tables 5 and 6 support this assertion, showing a high probability of the existence of a personality trait signature. The dichotomy explored in this study is different from that adopted in Ross et al. (2009), Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky (2010) , and Moore and McElroy (2012) . It also differs from the dichotomy considered in Salleh et al. (2010a) and Salleh et al. (2014) as well as from n-sigma rules. The defined dichotomy adopted in this study is considered generic and unbiased toward data skewness. Such generic scaling provides a basis for experimental repeatability and a corresponding comparison with subsequent studies. Earlier studies in the literature, defined dichotomies based on trait mean score distribution (equal thirds, for instance). Such a cut-off boundary is biased toward the distribution of the data, which amounts to different boundary cut-offs for every dataset [the dichotomies observed in Ross et al. (2009) and Vinitzky (2010) , for example] and, hence, context dependent. Individuals classified as high class in one context can be classified as moderate in another. To frame research findings on such a basis contradicts the universality of the personality trait measurement instrument. Furthermore, an initial experimental evaluation based on the five-sigma rule and equal third dichotomy produced an accuracy below 10% for the prior probability of each class. The F-measure and sensitivity of each classifier based on the five-sigma rule were below 0.60. This suggests that a context-dependent dichotomy [such as presented in Ross et al. (2009) ] cannot provide a reliable measure for the exploration of the digital conscientiousness trait. The results shown in Tables 5 and 6 consistently show the capability of the explored dichotomy.
The results further demonstrate the superiority of the LMT classifier to other classifiers in terms of overall accuracy. An LMT classifier is a hybrid classifier that integrates a linear logistic regression model in a DT classification mechanism. Classification is achieved by generating decisions with logistic models at its leaves and the prediction estimate is obtained by using posterior class probability. The integration of DT into LMT enhances its superiority to linear regression models when applied to a highly multidimensional dataset that requires ease of human interpretability. The performance of the DTNB classifier was inferior to that of LMT in this study. DTNB constitutes the integration of a naïve Bayes algorithm in a decision table mechanism. An initial experiment based on naïve Bayes showed a very poor classification performance. The naïve Bayes classifier assumes that all the attributes in the dataset are independent. The capability of LMT to infer larger structural knowledge from a high dimension dataset can be attributed to its superiority to DTNB. PART is a rule-based induction algorithm that builds a DT by avoiding global optimization in order to reduce time and processing complexities. PART uses the separate-and-conquer approach of RIPPER and combines it with the DT mechanism of C4.5 by removing all instances from the training dataset that are covered by this rule and proceeds recursively until no instance in the dataset remains. PART builds a partial DT for the current set of instances by choosing leafs with the largest coverage as the new rule. However, LMT demonstrated a higher classification capability than PART in this study.
A REPTree applies regression tree logic and generates multiple trees in altered iterations by sorting the values of numeric attributes once. This is achieved through the information gain principle (which measures the expected reduction in entropy), tree pruning based on reduced-error pruning with a back fitting method, and integration of the C4.5 mechanism for missing values by splitting each corresponding instance into fractional instances. However, LMT demonstrated higher classification accuracy than REPTree in both the training and testing process. The J48 DT classifier is a Java coded version of the C4.5 DT implemented in the WEKA workbench. C4.5 is an inductionbased learning algorithm that uses the information gain ratio, as opposed to the ordinary information gain, which is biased toward large value attributes, as the splitting criterion for recursively partitioning instances of attributes into attribute space. Instances are classified by constructing nodes that form the root of the tree using singular incoming edges to link nodes, while supporting multiple outgoing edges through a predefined discrete function of the input attribute value. The performance of LMT showed a higher classification accuracy than did that of J48 in terms of the measured parameters in Table 7 . This is further shown in the average number of correctly and incorrectly classified instances in Table 8 . A granular observation of the resultant model reveals that LMT generated a smaller size of rules for classification than did J48. However, the time taken to build the LMT model is significantly longer than that taken to build the J48 DT model. A comparative analysis of the performance of each classifier is presented in Table 8 . Parameters considered include the time taken to build each model (time elapsed), average number of correctly classified instances in 10 iterations (average number of correct), average number of incorrectly classified instances in 10 iterations (average number of incorrect), and number of rules or trees generated by the algorithm to learn the instances of an attribute for prediction (number of trees/rules).
As shown in Table 8 , the number of rules generated for classification is not a direct indicator of the effectiveness of the classifier. This is evident in the number of rules generated by LMT (903), J48 (1469), REPTree (779), and PART (181) in decreasing order of performance. In terms of time taken to build the model, REPtree outperformed all the other classifiers with an average number of 9019.3 correctly classified instances. Next in the performance rank based on the time taken to build the model is the J48 DT. The performance of this classifier is of particular interesting because in terms of its average number of correctly classified instances it is closer to that of LMT. Therefore, if time is considered a factor in the selection of a classifier, the J48 DT presents a better classification performance than LMT. Network forensic analysis processes (such as catch-it-while-you-can), which consider time an important factor, are an example of applications that favor the time taken to build the model. However, in a data analysis process, where accuracy is a critical factor irrespective of the time taken, the LMT classifier presents a better performance. Furthermore, the time elapsed (also referred to as the running time of a classifier) is dependent on factors, such as i. the processor core; single versus multiple core system configuration, ii. the generation of the processor core with respect to the read/ write speed of memory, iii. architecture: 32-or 64-bit, and iv. input data to the classification algorithm.
The data input to a classifier determines its intrinsic classification complexity. WEKA measures the complexity gain of a classifier based on a log-loss function of base 2 of entropy gain. The complexity improvement column in Table 8 shows the level of complexity gain on the class prior entropy for each observed classifier. The LMT and DTNB classifiers demonstrated high complexity gain as compared to other classifiers. This further suggests the effectiveness of LMT in terms of the accuracy, overall complexity, and reliability of the developed model.
An example of such an application is the stop-look-andlisten type of network forensic process. A depiction of the DT generated by the J48 classifier is presented in Figure 4 . The DT from J48 is presented as against the DT from LMT model. This is because, LMT model generate rules that combines logistic model and decision tree that are relatively complex to interpret, as against rules generated from J48, and other rule-based classifiers. The figure illustrates a body of rules generated using the DT process of the J48 classifier. The results for the training dataset, as depicted in the partial DT presented in Figure 4 , show that individuals in each dichotomy exhibit structural patterns that integrate the following network feature combinations on the conscientiousness scale. 15-attribute, 11,171-instance, 10-fold cross validation, 10-iteration. 1469 (735) implies the classifier generated a total of 1469 trees with 735 leafs.
Low Class
In Figure 4 , it can be seen that when the rate of visit was ≤0.106557, the rate of visit-count per session was ≤10.8684, the rate of visit was <0.009975 and >0.00, the session duration was >320 s, the rate of visit-count per session was >7.655462, the session duration was >1227 s, and the rate of visit per session was ≤8.488285, a total of 142 structural patterns were extracted and all the patterns were observed to belong to individuals who scored low on the conscientiousness trait continuum.
Moderate Class
In Figure 4 , it can be seen that when the rate of visit was ≤0.106557, the rate of visit-count per session was ≤10.8684, the rate of visit was ≤0.009975, and the rate of visit was <0.00, a total of 47 structural patterns were extracted and all the patterns belonged to individuals in the moderate class of the conscientiousness trait continuum.
High Class
Top-down navigation of Figure 4 , right navigation to node N185, reveals that when node N185 was >4.352697 and the session duration was >1615, 100 structural patterns were extracted. Ninety-six of these were observed to belong to individuals in the high class on the conscientiousness continuum. Only four patterns belong to a different class. A further navigation through the DT space reveals that 18 structural patterns were also extracted and 17 of the 18 structural patterns belong to individuals in the high class of the conscientiousness continuum. The structures reveal that individuals in this class share a similar session duration, which is relatively higher than individuals in other classes. These rules demonstrate the manner in which DTs can be used to classify an individual on the Internet into the low, moderate, or high classes on the conscientiousness continuum. The rules further show the relationship between the personality trait of online users and the observed usage pattern of the Internet. In essence, it shows that online users who are on the Low-class, Moderate-class, or High-class on the Conscientiousness personality trait continuum can be distinguished on the Internet within a 30-min session span. Since this study could not extract classes for very low and very high dichotomies, it is logical to assume that the novel signatures of individuals who belong to such dichotomies on the conscientiousness trait continuum are not captured in the present study. However, this result is particularly insightful because it uses a DT. A DT offers several advantages over other types of classifiers. These include ease of interpretation by humans and ease of presentation and application. Furthermore, a DT does not require a prior assumption about the structure of the data, but builds knowledge based on the structure of the data.
implications
Given the advances in modern day technology, the Internet continues to present challenging requirements for effective service delivery systems, as well as reliable information security and assurance. The idea of the existence of a personality print on the Internet presents a paradigm that is capable of explicating and subsequently understanding the complexities of Internet technology. The notion of a personality print stands up to the challenge and ultimately debunks the general dictum of "on the Internet, no one knows you are a dog. " Personality print from a service delivery perspective such as e-commerce and e-learning, as well as recommender systems, presents a platform for the development of an intelligent Internet service system that is capable of detecting the characteristics of an individual and consequently predicting or suggesting effective personalized-service processes. An appropriate dissection of the personality identity of the enduser opens for researchers a more fundamental discourse on the underlying causation of network burstiness and the probability that sophisticated artificial networks capable of replicating or mimicking human dynamics can be built. Furthermore, it opens the path for researchers to better comprehend the evolution of Internet consumption. In terms of online security, the personality print introduces a complementary platform for online identification, specifically in one-to-many authentication processes. The integration of the personality print in the identification and authentication process further suggests a robust and reliable security mechanism laced with inherent human characteristics. The observed high probability of the existence of personality prints substantiates the assertions in studies in the literature related to personality and the Internet (Ross et al., 2009; Correa et al., 2010; Moore and McElroy, 2012) , such that a generic description of the relationship between an online user and an observed behavioral pattern of network features can be explained.
The observation in this study is limited to several factors. First, only one personality factor was observed in this study. This is attributed to the limited sample size of respondents in the study. The observed classification accuracy of the LMT is below 100%. This implies that the results obtained do not represent a perfect classification but do provide a probabilistic analysis of the existence of a personality print. Furthermore, only three classes out of five dichotomous distinctions defined in Figure 2 were explored in this study. This can also be attributed to the sample size adopted in this study. The integration of client-side network data into the pattern observation process presents a more comprehensive dataset for personality print exploration. An on-going process is being performed to expand this preliminary investigation, such that a larger sample size can be studied. In addition, other factors of the Big Five personality trait models are being explored.
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